The approach which is entailing that the activity of a given chemical compound is linked to its composition represents the basis of the methods called quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR/QSPR). After several researches, scientists found out the best way to represent the information contained the structure of molecules, and that these structures have a set of real numbers called molecular descriptors. Among these molecular descriptors, we have the topological index such as the Wiener index
Introduction
For chemists, the use of computing tools became an obligation in order to manipulate molecular information that were, during the last years, numerically stocked on computers in data bases with huge quantities. Moreover, the multiplication of exploitable data by chemists resulted an obligation of numeration, in order to be able to stock, visualize and treat the same data easily, which gave birth to the molecular describers that are often manipulated by QSAR/QSPR. During the study of QSAR (Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships) or of QSPR( Quantitative Structure-property Relationships), we study relations between structure and the activity of a component or a molecule. The numeral value which is linked to the chemical construction with regards to the related chemical's composition to the biological activity, chemical reactivity, as well as the numerous physical characteristics represents, the topological index/ molecular structure descriptor. In this respect, the innumerable descriptors of structure have been suggested ; which could be referred to in [1, 2] , in spite of not analyzing their correlation with the numerous physical characteristics, chemical reactivity, or biological activity in several cases. This can be observed more specifically in the case of the multitudinal molecular-graph-based descriptors of structure. A graph G is a triplet consisting of a vertex set V (G), an edge set E(G), and a relation that associates with each edge two vertices (not necessarily distinct) called its endpoints. We denote | V (G |= n is the vertex number of G and | E(G) |= m is the edges number of G (see Figure 1,Figure 2) . A graph which contains neither multiple edges nor loops is called a simple graph. A path is a simple graph whose vertices can be ordered so that two vertices are adjacent if and only if they are consecutive in the list [3, 5] . A graph G is connected if each pair of the vertices in G belongs to a path. A graph which represents in the plan is called a planar graph. The distance between two vertices u and v in a graph G is the length of the shortest path (number of edge ) connecting these two vertices, and we denote d(u, v),and from that came the notion of diameter, denoted by D, defined as the maximum distance between any two vertices of the graph G. 
The Wiener index W (G) of a connected undirected graph G = (V, E) is the sum of the distances between all pairs of vertices in V . The following definitions are provided by an accuracy of exact formulas used to calculate the Wiener index of a graph and a vertex from a given graph. The Wiener index W (G) a connected graph G is the sum of all distances between pairs of vertices of G :
The hyper-Wiener index W W is one of the recently conceived distance-based graph invariants, used as a structure descriptor for predicting physicochemical properties of organic compounds (oftenthose significant for pharmacology, agriculture, environment protection,etc), but befor we introduce the HyperWiener Index we shoud difine first the Wiener-type invariant. λ is a real or complex number, the Wiener-Type invariant for connected graph is defined as the sum of multiplications of d G (k) × k of G, that is say that :
The Wiener index can also be deduced from the Wiener-type invariant as :
The Hyper-Wiener index of acyclic graphs is defined as :
where W 1 (G) and W 2 (G) are the wiener type invariant of λ = 1 and λ = 2.
In connection with several investigations in mathematical chemistry, Dobrynin introduced firstly in connection with certain chemical applications [8] , and at the same time by Gutman who named it the Schultz index [7] (degree distance index), defined as:
Main results
In this section we gonna presente the results of our work witch based on finding a formula how calculat some topological indexs for the bar polyhex graph using the d G (k). The bar polyhex graph, is composed of exclusively of hexagonal rings that are face bounded by six-membered cycles in the plane. Any two rings have either one common edge (and are then said to be adjacent) or have no common vertices (Figure 3 ). 
The Wiener index for a Bar-Polyhex graph
In this subsection we give some results of Wiener index of Bar-Polyhex graph and how we find it with the d G (k).
Let G be a connected finit undirected graph without loops or multiple edges, with n vertices, m edges, and with D(G) ≥ 2 [4] :
Lemma 1. Let be G p a bar Polyhex graph withe p hexagonals (p ≥ 1 ), we can say that for k = 1, 2, 3....., D, we have :
Proof : Simple hand calculations. Theorem 1. Let be G p bar-polyhex graph with p number of hexagones (p ≥ 1), the Wiener index of this graph :
Proof : from equation (2) we have that :
and if we replace d Gp (k) with the values found in Lemme 1 we find :
We replace n, m and D :
Corollary 1. Let be G n bar-polyhex graph with n number of vertices and m number of edges, the Wiener index of this graph :
and
Proof : We replace p by 
The Hyper-Wiener index for a Bar-Polyhex graph
In this section we give the results of Hyper-Wiener index of Bar-Polyhex graph and how we find it with the d Gp (k).
Let G be a connected finit undirected graph without loops or multiple edges, with n vertices, m edges [4] :
Theorem 2. Let be G p bar-polyhex graph p number of hexagones(p ≥ 1 ), the Hyper-Wiener index of this graph :
Proof : from equation (6) we have that :
and if we replace d Gp (k) with the values found in Lemme 1 and n, m and D by the values found in (1) we find:
Corollary 2. Let be G n bar-polyhex graph with n number of vertices and m number of edges, the Hyper-Wiener index of this graph :
The Degree Distance index for a Bar-Polyhex graph
In this section we give the results of Degree Distance index of Bar-Polyhex graph and how we find it on function of p(the number of hexagons in the grapha as p ≥ 1). Let G be a connected finit undirected graph without loops or multiple edges, with n vertices, m edges [10] :
Theorem 3. Let be G p bar-polyhex graph with p number of hexagones(p ≥ 1), the Degree Distance index of this graph :
Proof : from the definition we have :
and with replacing D by 2p + 1: in (12).
Conclusion
In this article we saw a definition of a bar polyhex graph, and we gave the deferente d Gp (k) for the graph and finaly we dound, with very simple method, the Wiener index, the Hyper Wiener index and the Degree Distance index of this graph using d Gp (k) no matter how many hexagons are in the graph, Although there is some articls that tackled the same topic, and they did give too the Wiener index and the Hyper-Wiener of the same graph but the demonstration was a little complecated, finaly we gonna focus our work to find the other topological indices for this graph and for some related graphs too.
